Abstract--The local existence and uniqueness theorems and the global existence of solutions were investigated in [1] [2] [3] , respectively, for the Cauchy problem of fuzzy-valued functions of a real variable whose values are in the fuzzy number space (En,D). In this paper, we first study the asymptotic equilibrium for fuzzy evolution equations. Then, the stability properties of the trivial fuzzy solution of the perturbed semilinear fuzzy evolution equations are investigated by extending the Lyapunov's direct method. (~)
INTRODUCTION
Using the H-differentiability due to Puri and Ralescu [4] , fuzzy differential equations were studied by Kaleva [5, 6] and Wu and Song [1] [2] [3] , for the fuzzy-valued functions of a real variable whose values are normal, convex, upper semicontinuous, and are compactly supported fuzzy sets in R n. The local existence and uniqueness theorems, for the Cauchy problem x'(t) = f(t, x), x(t0) = x0 when the fuzzy valued function f satisfies the generalized Lipschitz condition, were given in [1] . The existence theorems under compactness-type conditions were studied in [2] . Based on these preceding works, the global existence of solutions of the Cauchy problem were investigated in [3] . This paper is devoted to the investigation of the asymptotic behavior and stability of fuzzy differential equations. In Section 2, some preliminaries concerning fuzzy number space, integrability, and differentiability [5] for fuzzy-valued functions are summarized and the comparison theorem for classical ordinary differential equations [7] are listed. The asymptotic equilibrium for fuzzy evolution equations are investigated in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4, we study the stability properties of perturbed semilinear fuzzy evolution equations by extending the Lyapunov's direct method. where (i) u is normal, i.e., there exists an x0 E R n, such that u(xo) = 1, (ii) u is fuzzy convex, i.e., u()~x + (1 -)~)y) >_ min{u(x), u(y) } for any x, y E R '~ and 0 < )~ < 1, According to Zadeh's extension principle, we have addition and scalar multiplication in fuzzy number space E ~ as follows:
where u,v E E ", k E R, and 0 < a < 1. 
defined by F,(t) --[F(t)]"
is Lebesgue measurable, where Pk(R n) is endowed with the topology generated by the Hausdorff Here, the limits are taken in the metric space (E ~, D). At the endpoint of T, we consider only one-sided derivatives.
If F : T --* E n is differentiable at tl E T, then we say that F'(tl) is the fuzzy derivative of F(t) at the point tl.
The integrability and H-differentiability properties of the fuzzy-valued functions can be referred
to [5].
In addition, we denote a continuous fuzzy-valued function f : 
x(t) (see [9]).
Kuratowski's measure of noncompactness [9] is summarized in the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. The measure of noncompactness has the following properties (S, T denote two bounded subsets of E n, k is a real number): (i) a(S) = 0 if and only if S is relatively compact; (ii) S C T implies a(S) < a(T); (iii) a(S) = a(S); (iv) a(S U T) = max{a(S), a(T)}; (v) ~(ks) = Ikl~(s), where kS = {~ = kz I z e S}; (vi) a(S+T)<_a(S)+a(T),whereS+T={x=y+z]yeS, zET}; (vii) a(CoS) = a(S); (viii) a(S) is uniform continuous on Hausdorff distance d defined as follows:
where PROPOSITION 2.5. Assume that
u) is nondecreasing in u >_ 0 for each t 6 J, and maximal solution r(t, to, uo) of the scalar initial value problem
~' = g(t, ~), u(t0) = ~o exists throughout J.
Then the largest interval of existence of any solution x(t, to, xo) of (1) with D(x, 5) <_ uo is J (see [3]).

ASYMPTOTIC EQUILIBRIUM OF FUZZY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
In this section, we shall continue to consider the following fuzzy differential equation:
under the assumptions of Proposition 2.5, where we assume that f 6 C[J x E n, En], J --[to, co), xo 6 E n.
DEFINITION 3.1. We say that fuzzy equation (i) has asymptotic equilibrium if every solution of(l), such that (to,xo) E R+ x E '~ exists on [t0, oo) and tends to a limit v 6 E ~ ast ~ oo, and conversely, to every given vector v E E '~ there exists a solution for (1) which tends to v as t ~ oo.
In this paper, we denote R+ = [0, co).
THEOREM 3.1. Under the assumptions of Proposition 2.5 , given v 6 E n, there exists a T E t oo [T, co), such that [to, oo) and a sequence {xn( )},~=l defined on (i) {x,~(t)},~°°__ 1 is equicontinuous on [T, co); (ii) t co {xn( )}n=l is uniformly bounded on IT, co), that is, there exists M 6 R+, such that m(xn(t), O) <_ M for all t E IT, c~) and for all n; (iii) for each n, x~(t) is a solution of x' = f(t,x), x(T + n) = v.
PROOF. Let r(t, to,D(v,O)) be the maximal solution of u' = g(t,u), u(to) = D(v,O), which exists and is bounded on [t0, oo). Since g(t,u) > O, r(t) is nondecreasing and consequently limt__.~ r(t) --r(oo) < oo. Also we have D(v, 5) <_ r(t) <_ r(oo) for all t E [to, oo).
For A E R+, let u(t, to,A) be the maximal solution of u' --g(t,u), u(t0) --A. As before, we have limt--.o~ u(t) = u(oo) < oo and ), ---u(to) < u(t) <_ u(oo) for all t E [to, co). However, g(t, u) is nondecreasing in u for each t and we have f?
f?
Thus, we have s co g(s, A> ds < CQ, foranyXER+. to In particular, SW g(s, 2r(m)) ds < 00, to and so there exists T E [to, co), such that s O3 g(s, 2r(co)) ds < r(oo). Hence, for each n, we know un(t) remains bounded by 2r(co) on [T, T + n]. Thus, for each n, the maximal solution of u' = -g(t, u), u(T + n) = D(v, 6) to the left exists and is bounded by 2r(oo) and, by Proposition 2.5, we know the interval of definition of xCn(t) can be extended to [t, cm) . Moreover, we have D (xn(t), 6) 5 27-(m), for t E [T, 00) and for each n.
To complete the proof of this theorem, we need to show {xn(t)},"=l is equicontinuous. Let E > 0 and note that by (3), we have SW ds, WCQ)) ds < w i 2 g (s, D (x.(s), 0) 
t oo Thus, {x,( )}~=1 is equicontinuous. This completes the proof.
We need to complete the proof of asymptotic equilibrium. If we could conclude that for each t e IT, oo) (or, in fact, for any infinite subinterval of [T, oo1) that {x,~(t)}~= 1 is relatively compact, we could apply Ascoli-Arzela's theorem (Proposition 2.3). We need the following lemmas before we proceed. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose the hypotheses of Proposition 2.5 are satisfied and f is uniformly continut oo ous on bounded subsets of IT, oo) x E'L Let {x~( )},~=1 be the sequence of fuzzy-valued functions which exist by Theorem 3.1. For s E [T, co) and h > O, we can then express x,~(s + h) = xn(s) + hf(s, x,~(s)) + hs,~(h) and where xn(s) = x,~(s -h) + hf(s,x,~(s)) + hgn(h),
lira oo
h--*+O ~ ({zn(h)}n=l) = 0 and lima ({g~(h)}~=l) --0.
h--*-l-0 PROOF. We shall prove the first expression only and the other proof is similar. Let ~ > 0.
Since f is uniformly continuous on A --[s, s ÷ 1] × {x e E n I D(x, ()) < 1}, there exists 6 > 0, such that Itl -t~l + D(yl, Y2) < 5 implies D(f(tl, Yl), f(t2,y2)) < E for (h, yl), (t2,Y2) E A. t oo
Since {x,,( )},=1 is equicontinuous, there exists r > 0, such that for t E (s -r, s + r) we have 
D(x,(t),x,,(s)) + I t -s] < 6 for all n. Thus, for h < 5, we know
D (hs,,(h), O) = D(xn(s + h), x,,(s) + hf(s, x~(s)))
Thus, D(s,(h),O)
<_ z for each n, which implies that a({z,,(h)},,~__l) < 2s. Consequently, limb--,0 a({en(h)},~_-l) = 0.
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose the hypotheses of Proposition 2.5 hold and also that (i) f is uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of [T, c~) x En; (ii) there exists t* e [T, c~), such that m(t*) = 0; (iii) G 6 C[[T, cx3) x R+, R+], such that G(t, O) = 0 and the only solution u(t) of u' = C(t, u), u(s) = 0 with lim u(t) = 0 t-~s t --S is u(t) -o; (iv) for h > 0 and a bounded subset A C E", we have a({x + hf(t,x) I x e A}) -a(A) _
ha(t,a(A)).
Then re(t) = 0 on It*, ~¢).
PROOF. Recall that m(t) --a({x,,(t)},~__l). Now, using Lemma 3.2 and considering h > 0, we have h oo _ h-l[m(t + h) -m(t)] = h -1 [a ({xn(t + )}n=L) a ({x,(t)}~=t) ] = h -1 [a ({Xn(t) + hf(t, x~(t)) + hsn(h)}~n=l) -a ({Xn(t)}n~__t)] <__ h -1 [a ({x~(t) + hf(t, x,~(t))},~__l) -a ({xn(t)},~__t) + a({he.(h)}~=l) l .
Now, using (iii) and (v) of Proposition 2.4, we have --1 oo h-l[m(t + h) -re(t)] < h [hG (t, a ({xn(t)}n=l)) + ha ({Zn(h)}~=l) ] = G (t, a ({Xn(t)}n°°=l))
4-a ({z.(h)}~=l).
Hence, applying Lemma 3.2, we obtain D+m(t) < G(t, m(t)). Again, by Proposition 2.2, since D+m(t) <_ G(t, re(t)) on [t, c~) and re(t*) = 0, thus, re(t) is less than or equal to the maximal solution ofu t = G(t,u), u(t*) = 0. Using Lemma 3.2, for h > 0, we have h-l[x,(t * + h)] = h -1 [xn(t*) + hf(t*,xn(t*)) + hen(h)] = h -1 [x,(t*) + hf(t*,x,(t*))] + e,(h).
Thus, ¢m ~ h c~ 0 < lim re(t) _ lira a ({Zn(t)},~=l) lim a({z,~(t* + )}-=1)
t~t* t --t* t-*t* t --~* h---~+O h lira a ({s,, (h) },,¢~=1 ) < lim h -1 [c~({xn(t*) + hf(t*,xn(t*))}~ 1)] + h--,+o
--h---++O =
< lim h -1 [hG (t*,a ({Xn(t*)}~=l))] ~-0 = G (t*, a ({x~(t*)}~=l))
h---~+O = a(t*, re(t*)) = a(t*, o) = o. 
Hence, lira "~(t----!) = o,
(i) f
is uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of [T, co) x E'~; (ii) F 6 C[[T, co) x R+, R+] and u' = F(t, u), u(s) = w has a solution to the left for each (s, w) E [T, co) x R+ and for any solution u(t) there exists tl e (T, s], such that u(tl) = O; (iii) for h < 0, a bounded subset of A C E ~ and t e [T, s], we have a({x + hf(t, x) ] x e A}) -a(A) < hF(t, a(d)).
Then there exists a t* e [T, co), such that re(t*) = O.
PROOF. Recall that re(t) = a({x~(t)}~=l)
and, from Lemma 3.1, re(t) is continuous. Now, using
Lemma 3.2 and considering h > 0, we have h-~[m(t) -m(t -h)] = h -~ [~ ({x~(t)h%~) -~ ({x~(t -h)}~x)]
=
h -1 [a ({x.(t)}~=l) -a ({x.(t) -hf(t, x.~(t)) -hg.(h)}°°=l)].
Now, by (vi) of Proposition 2.4, we have h-lira(t) --~(t -h)] > h -1 [~ ({x~(t)L~ J -a ({xn(t) -h f (t, xn(t) ) }~°°_l ) + c~ ( {-hgn(h) }n~=l)] .
Next, using (vi) and (v) of Proposition 2.4, we have
a ({x,~(t)}~__l)) + a ({g~(h)}~=l).
Thus,
D_m(t) = lira h-l[m(t) -rn(t -h)]
h--*+O
> lira F(t,a({xn(t)}~=l) ) + lim a({gn(h)}~__l).
h~+0 h--~+0
Since limh-.+0 a({gn(h)}~_l) = 0, by Lemma 3.2, then D_m(t) > F(t, re(t)). From (3.6), we have D(xn(t),O) < 2r(oo) on [T, co) for any n, and hence, it follows that re(t) < 4r(oe). For s E (T, co), let R(t, s, 4r(oo)) be the maximal solution to the left for u' = F(t, u), u(t) = 4r(co). (1) has asymptotic equilibrium. oo t oo PaOOF. The sequence {xn(t)}~= 1 constructed in Theorem 3.1 has the property that {xn( )}~---1 is relatively compact for each t E It*, o¢), by Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. Applying Proposition 2.4 (Ascoli-Arzela's theorem), we know there exists a subsequenee which converges pointwise on [t*, c¢) and uniformly on compact subsets of [t*, oo). To simplify the notation, we will use t o¢ {x,~( )}~=1 to denote the subsequence. Let x(t) -= limn--.o~ x,~(t) for each t E [t*, c¢) and note x(t) is continuous by the uniform convergence on compact subsets. For each t E [t*, oo), we have /t
The existence of R(t, s, 4r(oe)) on [T, s] follows from (ii). By Proposition 2.2, since D_m(t) >_ F(t,m(t)), we have m(t) < R(t,s,4r(co)
Since convergence is uniform on compact subsets, it then follows that x(t) = x(t*) + do.. 
Thus, x(t)
is
D(x(s), v) = D(x(s), xN+s(T ÷ N ÷ S)) <_ D(x(s), xN+s(s)) + D(xN+s(s), xN+s(T + g + S)) <_ ~ + O f(a, XN+S(a)) do., E ~s T+N÷s do" < + g (t, D
<-2 + Js g(o., 2r(oo)) do. < -~ + g = s,
and so limt--.oo x(t) = v. This completes the proof.
LYAPUNOV ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY
Based on the metric D defined on the fuzzy number space (E n, D), a variety of properties of Lyapunov stability in Banach space can be investigated. In the following, we shall first study the Lyapunov stability properties of the following fuzzy differential equations:
where f C
C[R+ x E '~, E~], and for each t E R+, A(t) : E n --* E ~ is a semilinear operator that has the following properties: (i) A(t)(x + y) = A(t)(x) + A(t)(y), x, y e E~; (ii) A(t)(Ax) = AA(t)(x), A e R+, x E E n.
Assume the existence of solutions for equation (7) and also assume that A(t) is the contraction operator having the following property: there exists a scalar "y with 0 ~ ~/< 1, such that
D(A(t)x, A(t)y) <_ ~'D(x, y),
for any x, y E E~. Then for each t E R+ and for all h > 0 sufficiently small, the operator
R[h, A(t)] -I + hA(t) + h2A2(t) +... + h~A'~(t) +...
exists as a bounded operator defined on E ~ and for each x E E n
h---*0
It is easy to show that relation (8) 
D+V(t, x) =-hhmo sup ~ [V(t + h, R[h, A(t)]x + hf(t, x) ) -V(t, x)] _< g(t, V(t, x));
(iii) the maxima/solution r(t, to, u0) of the scalar differential equation exists on [to, c~). Then V(to, Xo) <_ uo implies that V(t, x(t, to, xo)) ~ r(t, to, x0),
PROOF. Let x(t) = x(t, to, xo) be any solution of (1),
such that V(to, xo) <_ uo. Define m(t) = V(t, x(t, to, xo)). For small h > 0, by (i) we have m(t + h) -re(t) <_ L(t + h)D(x(t + h), R[h, A(t)]x(t) + hf(t, x(t))) + V(t + h, R[h, A(t)]x(t) + hf(t, x(t))) -V(t, x(t)).
For every x E E n, from the sense of R[h, A(t)], we know R[h, A(t)] = I + hA(t)R[h, A(t)], so that
R[h, A(t)]x = x + h(R[h, A(t)]A(t))x.
It follows that
Thus, we have
R[h, A(t)]x + hf(t, x) = x + hf(t, x)) + h(R[h, A(t)]A(t))x. mit + h) -re(t) < Lit + h)Dix(t + h), x(t) + h(Ait)x(t) + f( t, x(t)))) + L(t + h)hDiR[h, A(t)]A(t)xit), Ait)x(t)) +Vit + h, R[h, A(t)]x(t) + h fit, xit)) ) -V(t, xit)).
Hence, by (7), (8) and (ii), we obtain < re(t)).
By Proposition 2.2, we have the desired estimate (10) . For the special case Vit, x) = D(x, 0), we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let g E C[R+ x R+,R], and for it, x) E R+ x E '~, lim 1 (D (R[h,A(t)]x ÷ hfit,x),O ) -D (x,O)) < g (t,D (x,(})).
01)
where r(t, to, Xo) is the maximal solution of (9) .
Using the comparison Theorem 4.1, it is easy to prove various stability criteria corresponding to the results in Euclidean space. We state a typical result. (9) implies the corresponding stability properties of the trivial fuzzy solution of (7) . Here I is an identity operator from E 1 to E 1. We take g(t, u) = u/t 2 and consider the following 
